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Abstract

Modern and future ultra-deep-submicron technologies make
challenging the analog design especially when power con-
sumption must match digital counterparts. The decrease of
the supply voltage reduces the voltage headroom in analog
circuits, the gate leakage current increases, the voltage gain
decreases in planar bulk transistors, 1/f noise deteriorate when
using new high-k gate dielectrics. The transistor and passive
components mismatches give rise to large inaccuracies. Only
some of these problems can be solved at the technology level;
others require new circuit topologies and design techniques.
The increased digital processing capability not only pushes
the analog-digital interface toward more and more digital, thus
limiting the analog design to very first interfaces and data
converters, but also enables to use digital methods for the
correction and digital assisted analog design. Several of the
solutions currently proposed for analog pre-processing and data
converter design are discussed in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

In past decades the well known Moore’s law has gov-
erned the microelectronics evolution [1]. The constant pace of
advancements in device and fabrication technology has lead
to an exponential progress rates in transistor miniaturization
and integration density. As shown in Fig. 1, the number of
transistors per chip has increased by 4 order of magnitudes in
three decades and very soon the technology progress will allow
the integration of 1 billion transistors on a single chip.

The astonishing evolution started in 1958 when J. Kilby at
Texas Instruments realized the first IC followed few months
lather by a similar realization of R. Noyce at Fairchild. The
first analog and digital planar products were quite simple like
the ones shown in the microphotographs of Fig. 2. Presently,
even not taking into consideration memories and pure digital
circuits it is quite common to integrate on a single integrated
circuit millions of transistors.

The IC complexity increases thanks to the technology scaling
boosted by the continued improvements in optical projection
lithography that enables printing ever finer features, the smallest
feature size decreasing by about 30% every two years. Process
technology is now in sub-wavelength mode that with extreme
Ultra-Violet (EUV) lithography (Fig. 3) obtains the patterning
of lines below 50 nm dimensions.

Actually, at the same time, we have a constant reduction
of minimum feature size, oxide thickness, supply voltage and
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Fig. 1. Number of transistor per chip versus time.

transistor thresholds. The reasons are in the device physics
of scaling the bulk MOSFET structures. Key challenges are
controlling short channel effects like the VTh roll-off and Drain-
Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL). Since for minimizing these
short channel effects the planar and the lateral aspect ratios of
transistors must be preserved, the technology evolution from
one generation to the next should scale down all together gate
oxide thickness, junction depth and depletion depth.

A major problem that limits the scaling of the oxide thick-
ness is the leakage through the gate oxide by direct band-to-
band tunneling. Indeed, if a not negligible current flows from
source to drain of an MOS transistor highly energetic carries
generate electron-hole pairs leading to charges trapped in the
oxide. By a positive feedback mechanism the oxide tunneling
current steadily increases in time until, eventually, the oxide
breakdown occurs. Moreover, before the breakdown occurs the
threshold voltage steadily degrades.

Supply voltage reduces each technology generation and con-
tributes, on one hand, to lower the power dissipation but, on the

Fig. 2. First planar integrated flip-flop (Fairchaild, 1961) (left) and first analog
integrated circuit (µA 702, Faichild -1962) (right).



Fig. 3. Equipment for EUV.

other hand, worsens the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of analog
circuits. As the supply voltage reduces the transistor threshold
voltage should also reduce at the same rate to maintain enough
gate overdrive without reducing the signal swing by more
than the shrinking factor. However, lower threshold causes an
exponential increase of the sub-threshold leakage that augments
the leakage power and, more critical, dissolves the analog
signals stored on capacitors. A possible remedy is using a dual
threshold technology that reduces the leakage in high threshold
devices by orders of magnitude but is much more expensive
than the normal technology (one extra mask is required) and
complicates the design and the layout routing.

The above points indicate that the push toward deep submi-
cron technology is not so attractive for analog functions that,
when implemented alone or with a small digital part, are more
conveniently obtained with ”analog” technologies whose line-
width is 2–3 times larger than the one used for digital. The
challenge (technical and cultural) for the analog designer is with
large digital systems integrated in deep submicron technologies
requiring limited analog functions.

II. CONSEQUENCES OF SCALING ON ANALOG

The future evolution of CMOS technologies is predicted by
companies and other organizations. According to them it is
reasonable to assume that in the next 5–10 years the minimum
line-width will go down to 35–25 nm with equivalent oxide
thickness as low as 1–1.5 nm. If the gate oxide breakdown
field will not increases properly, the values for VDD, limited
by reliability consideration, will drop well below 1 V [2].
Therefore, since designing high performance analog functions
at this voltages is problematic, even for analog is important
to find new replacements of silicon dioxide for increasing the
maximum field strength and supply voltage.

In addition to the problems caused by a very low supply
voltage there are other consequences on the transistor features
that, by turns, limit the analog performance.

A. Transconductance

As known the transconductance is the key parameter for
analog design whose desirable high value is typically obtained

at the cost of an increased bias current. However, for very
short channel the carrier velocity quickly reaches the saturation
limit at which the transconductance also saturates becoming
independent of gate length or bias

gm =
WeffCoxvsat

2
(1)

Since for Tox = 1.5/, nm Cox is about 16fF/µ2, assuming
that vsat of electrons at the oxide semiconductor interface is
3.2 · 1010µ/s, the transconductance of a transistor with 1 µm
effective width is at most 0.25 mA/V .

A limited transconductance is problematic for analog design:
for obtaining high gain it is necessary to use wide transistors
at the cost of an increased parasitic capacitances and, conse-
quently, limitations in bandwidth and slew rate.

B. Output Resistance

The output resistance is another important analog parameter.
It is influenced by channel length modulation, static feedback
and, for deep submicron devices, the weakavalanche effect. The
output resistance decreases quickly at gate lengths below 0.1µm
(much faster than L). Fig. 4 shows a possible plot of output
resistance versus the effective submicron length.

The output resistance degradation and the saturation of
gm affect the intrinsic gain: using a transconductance limit
of 0.25 mA/V when the output resistance becomes 4 kΩ the
intrinsic gain gmr0 becomes unity and the device cannot be
used anymore for amplification purposes. Even using longer
lenghts obtainig gain with deep submicron technologies is
difficult: it is typically necessary using cascode structures with
stack of transistors or circuits with positive feedback.

C. Diffusion and Gate Capacitances

Since with scaling the gate oxide becomes thinner, the
specific capacitance Cox increases as the shrinking factor.
However, since the gate area decreases as the square of the
shrinking factor, the gate-to-source and gate-to-drain parasitics
lower as as the process feature size shrinks.

Reducing transistor parasitics is positive but the benefit
is contrasted by the increased parasitic capacitance of the
interconnections that compensates for the reduction of the
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Fig. 4. Output resistance as a function of the effective gate lenght.



gate capacitance or perhaps brings about a larger parasitic
contribution. The global effect is that shrinking does not help
much in increasing the speed of analog circuit as the position
of the non-dominant poles is almost unchanged.

D. Speed

The unity gain frequency of an OTA is approximated by
gm/(2πCL), where CL is the load capacitance. Assume, for
simplicity, that the fundamental kT/C limit establishes the
value of the load capacitance and that the requires SNR is
62 dB. With a 0.5 V input signal the noise power integrated
over the Nyquist interval must be lower than 144 µV . Therefore,
the value of CL must be at least 0.2 pF .

The required transconductance for securing fT = 2GHz is
2.52 mA/V , a larger value than the saturation value of a 1 µm
wide transistor. Accordingly, the aspect ratio necessary for the
input differential pair must be fairly large, in the hundred range.

E. Matching Accuracy

The offset of any analog circuit and the static accuracy of
data converters critically depend on the matching between nom-
inally identical devices. The stochastic nature of physical and
chemical fabrication steps causes a random error in electrical
parameters that gives rise to a time independent difference be-
tween equally designed elements. The error typically decreases
as the area of the devices. It can be assumed that the stochastic
mismatch between the parameters p1 and p2 of two elements
placed at short distance is given by

σ(∆p)2 =
A2

p

W · L
+ S2

pd2 (2)

where Ap and Sp are the process-dependent matching parameter
at unity area (normally in µm2) and unity distance between
elements (normally in µm). d is the distance between the
centroids of the two identically designed elements.

The value of various Ap and Sp depend on the process
accuracy and the technology minimum line-width. Namely, the
threshold mismatch parameter AVth

decreases almost linearly
with the oxide thickness reduction, equal to the shrinking factor.

For capacitors, expressing the absolute accuracy by(
∆C

C

)2

=
(

∆εr

εr

)2

+
(

∆A

A

)2

+
(

∆tox

tox

)2

(3)

it can be assumed that the first term is negligible; the second
term, inversely proportional to the area, improves with the
accuracy of the perimetrical region whose definition enhances
with scaling. The last term is almost constant and can be
incorporated in the second term of equation (2). Summing up,
A2

C decreases almost linearly with scaling.

The inaccuracy of integrated resistor depends on specific
resistance and geometrical dimensions(

∆R

R

)2

=
(

∆R2

R2

)2

+
(

∆L

L

)2

+
(

∆W

W

)2

(4)

∆R2, that improves with the square root of area, depends
on physical and technological parameters whose accuracy lin-
early improves A2

2 with shrinking. The other two terms are
proportional to 1/

√
A and improve with scaling. Their effect

becomes important for deep submicron technologies and give

rise to an extra term in equation (2) inversely proportional to
the perimeter.

Since at deep submicron the second term of (2) is negligible,
for preserving matching the area of transistor or capacitor
should diminish as the shrinking factor (and not as its square),
while the area of resistors should diminishes less because of
the perimetrical term.

F. Substrate and supply noise

In mixed signal applications the substrate noise and the
interference between analog and digital supply voltages caused
by the switching of digital sections are problematic. The situ-
ation becomes more and more critical with scaling as smaller
geometries induce higher coupling. Moreover, higher speed and
current density augment EM issues.

The use of sub-micron technologies with high resistive
substrates is advantageous because the coupling from digital
sections to regions where the analog circuits are located is
partially blocked. However, the designer must face the bounce
of the VDD and VSS digital lines which can have values up
to hundreds of mV . The use of separate analog and digital
supplies is a possible remedy but its effectiveness is limited by
the internal coupling between close metal interconnections.

The substrate and the supply noise cause two main limits:
the in-band tones produced by non linearities that mix high
frequency spurs, and the reduction of the analog dynamic range
required for accommodating the common-mode part of spurs.
Since the substrate coupling is also a problem for pure digital
circuit the submicron technologies is evolving toward SOI and
trench isolation options.

G. Signal Swing

The continuous shrink of modern process reduces the supply
voltage. Since it is necessary to ensure a suitable headroom
for keeping transistors in saturation, even if the number of
transistors piled up is kept at the minimum the swing of signals
cannot be closer to VDD or ground by more than one or two
hundred mV . Therefore, the trend of CMOS features shown in
Fig. 5 predicting supply voltages well below 1 V in the next few
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Fig. 5. Trend of analog features in CMOS technologies.
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Prototype of Intel Optical
Interconnect Technology

Multiple Die Stacking in 
Intel Ultra-thin SCSP

Packaging, too, must meet greater demands 

in the nanotechnology era. Packaging is what

houses the processor die, protects it from con-

tamination, and acts as an interface between the

silicon chip and the rest of the computer system.

Intel is pioneering packaging designs that allow

for higher transistor density and maximize

performance through an optimal balance of

electrical, thermal and mechanical capabilities.

Thinner, Stackable 
Multi-chip Packaging
Intel’s multi-chip system in package (SIP) tech-

nology integrates two or more silicon die wafers

which are thinned by grinding the back of the

wafer and removing as much as 90 percent of

the silicon. This makes it possible to stack multiple

chips into a single package, creating an integrated

solution with greater functionality and higher

performance in the same or less space. Intel has

shipped more than 100 million two-die Stacked

Chip Scale Packages (SCSPs) with 7 mil chips and

a total package height of 1.4 mm. Three-die SCSPs

with package heights of 1.2 mm have moved

into production and four-die SCSPs have begun

to sample. And, continuing to push the enve-

lope, Intel has announced ultra-thin SCSPs that

will stack as many as five ultra-thin memory

chips on top of one another.

Nanotechnology-era Packaging

Thermal Innovations
Intel takes a holistic approach to the thermal

management problem. Using sophisticated ther-

mal analysis and measurement tools developed

at Intel, our packaging engineers partner with

our silicon designers to precisely quantify the

heat loads of a chip and optimize the packaging

to enable easier dissipation of increasing thermal

loads. Significant innovations have also been

developed in understanding and optimizing the

thermal resistance of the paths through which

heat is ducted to the environment. Intel has

accomplished this through the development of

new highly conductive thermal interface materi-

als (TIMs) and through precise process control 

in packaging to provide repeatable thermal

capability. Intel has also partnered with OEMs 

to develop and demonstrate innovative heat sink

solutions for different market segments resulting

in increased silicon performance while minimiz-

ing the system footprint. 

Optical Interconnect Technology
With individual bus speed between a CPU and

its supporting chips estimated to increase an

order of magnitude within the next 7 to 10 years,

today’s copper interconnects could become

bandwidth-limited. Intel has demonstrated the

feasibility of optical chip-to-chip interconnects

at data rates over 1 giga-transfers per second,

offering the potential for a faster, less expensive

alternative to metal-based data buses connecting

CPUs to their supporting chips. Intel is currently

at the fore-front of development in CMOS-based

lasers that are critical to optical chip-to-chip

interconnects.

Fig. 6. Stack of chips.

years, also conceives a signal swing as small as few hundred
of mV, fairly low if it is necessary ensuring a reasonable SNR.
Low voltage is also problematic for driving CMOS switches
especially for the ones connected to signal nodes as the on-
resistance can become very high or at the limit the switch does
not close at all in some interval of the input amplitude.

Different options and scenarios are possible. The most ob-
vious solution is the multi-chip solution, with different circuits
possibly assembled on the same package using, in some cases,
a stack of chips (Fig. 6). Digital functions and memories
are implemented by a single or multiple chips, the analog
processing is obtained by a separate chip with suitably high
supply voltage and reduced analog digital interference.

The use on the same chip of two supply voltages, one
for analog and the other for digital, is another possibility. In
some cases the higher voltages is generated on-chip with a
charge pump. Obviously the technology or the transistors used
in the analog part must be able to sustain the higher analog
voltage. Moreover, it is necessary to design suitable analog-
digital interfaces for the interactions between the two parts.

The already mentioned multiple threshold technology is
another option. The use of a low or, at the limit zero, VTh is
good for many analog functions except the switching of voltage
that needs medium VTh devices for ensuring the off condition.

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN TECHNIQUES

Scaling-down the process certainly shifts the boundary dig-
ital/analog toward digital. However, analog circuits remain
irreplaceable components. Besides the obvious data conversion,
it will be always necessary to perform a variety of critical
tasks before and after the analog-digital interface, such as am-
plification, prefiltering, demodulation, signal conditioning for
transmission, generation of absolute values (voltages, currents,
frequencies). In addition, analog will retain for a long while its
advantage over digital when very high frequency and very low
power consumption are required [3].

The key limitation of analog circuits is that they operate
with electrical variables and not simply with discrete numbers
that, in circuit implementations, gives rise to a beneficial noise
margin. On the contrary, the accuracy of analog fundamentally

relies on matching between components, low noise, offset, and
low distortions. For deep submicron technologies the most
challenging design issues are:

• Ensure good matching for low-offset and performant ADC.
• Obtain high SNR with low-voltage supplies.
• Contrast the degradation of analog performances caused

by shrinking.

A. Matching of Elements

Since many circuit techniques exploit the equality of two
components it is important for a given process obtaining the
best matching especially for critical devices. Some of the rules
that the designer must follow are common sense or obvious;
nevertheless it is important to have them well in mind [4]:

• Devices to be matched should have the same structure and
use the same materials.

• The temperature of matched components should be same.
For chips consuming significant power the devices to be
matched should be located on the same isotherm, which is
obtained by a symmetrical placement with respect to the
dissipative devices.

• The distance between matched devices should be minimum
for having the maximum spatial correlation of fluctuating
physical parameters.

• Common-centroid geometries like quad configuration used
to implement a pair of transistors should be used to cancel
the gradient of parameters at the first order.

• The same orientation of devices on chip should be the
same to eliminate dissymmetries due to unisotropic fabri-
cation steps, or to the unisotropy of the silicon itself.

• The surroundings in the layout, possibly improved by
dummy structures, should be the same to avoid border
mismatches.

Matching must be extended to the case of non-unity n/m
ratios by separately grouping m and n matched devices. For
ratios that are not a fraction of integer numbers a slight
alteration of one of the unity devices for giving 1 plus the
fractional part obtains the optimum solution.

B. Low-Voltage Design

A low-voltage supply can be augmented using a charge pump
boosting on-chip voltages beyond the available supply; this
relaxes the design but may lead to reliability problems in some
cases. In addition a number of circuit techniques make possible
true low-voltage operation without voltage boosting [5]; these
include the use of transistors in the weak inverted region, the use

Fig. 7. Complementary differential pair.
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of the body node as a fourth control or signaling terminal, and
the use of circuit topologies that eliminate stack of transistors.

For some circuits like the sample and hold the challenge
is obtaining an input stage with a rail-to-rail common-mode
voltage range. A solution is using complementary p-channel
and n-channel parallel pairs (Fig. 7) with a control of the
bias currents for extending the common mode input region
with constant gm. Thus, for example, a low-voltage CMOS
op-amp can be fully-differental with an input stage made by
the combination of n-channel and p-channel differential pairs
for achieving a wide common-mode input voltage range, a
differential output stage made by a low-voltage, class-AB rail-
to-rail architecture with symmetrical output drive capabilities,
and a switched-capacitor common mode feedback.

Sampled-data circuits use switches whose on condition is
problematic at low voltage supply. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 8,
the switch conductance can go to zero if the supply voltage is
less than Vth,n + Vth,p. The problem can be resolved by using
the switch boosting method and the switched op-amp technique.
Fig. 9 shows the conceptual scheme of the switch boost [6].
During the phase at which the switch is off a capacitor CB is
pre-charged to the supply voltage; it is then connected during
the complementary phase across source and gate of MS for
giving VGS ' VDD. The switched voltage should be lower than
the supply. However, for special applications is also possible to
switch voltages above the supply [7].

The switched op-amp technique is illustrated with the help of
Fig. 10 that shows a flip-around S&H . The left terminal of the
sampling capacitance Cs is connected to the input during the
sampling phase and also to output of the op-amp. During this
phase the second push-pull stage of the op-amp is switched-off

VDD
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S3 SOFF

FOFFFOFF
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Fig. 9. Conceptual scheme of the switch boosting method.
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Fig. 10. Flip-aroud S&H with input common-mode voltage and switched
OTA.

and becomes active only during the hold period. The switching
off of the second stage can be obtained without boosting as the
used transistors are connected to VDD and ground.

C. Performance Enhancement and Tolerant Architectures

Poor analog performances that are caused by the use of a
deep submicron technology are overcame by special analog
techniques that, for example, foresee the storing of errors on
capacitors afterward used for correcting the limit or by using
architectures that are tolerant of analog limitations.

For example, the low gain of op-amps used in sigma-delta
modulators is less critical than the first stages of a pipeline
scheme. A continuous-time filter is less slew-rate demanding
than a switched-capacitor counterpart. Therefore, the analog de-
sign trade-offs must include the limits that the deep submicron
technology entails.

IV. DIGITAL ASSISTED TECHNIQUES

The rapid advancement of digital technology motivates an
increasing use of digital methods that improves the performance
of analog circuits and data converters by correcting or calibrat-
ing the static and possibly the dynamic limitations.

Since the use of digital enhancing techniques reduces the
need for expensive technologies with special fabrication steps,
a side advantage is that the cost of parts is reduced while main-
taining good yield, reliability and long-term stability. Indeed,
the extra cost of digital processing is normally affordable as the
use of submicron mixed signal technologies allows for efficient
usage of silicon area even for relatively complex algorithms.

The methods are classified into the following categories:

• Digital correction.
• Foreground calibration.
• Background calibration.
• Dynamic matching.

A. Error Measurement and Correction

The basis of digital corection methods is in the measurement
of errors. Accurate error measurement allows for their correc-
tion by trimming, or by the storing of errors for a successive
digital correction or analog calibration.

Suppose, for example, it is required estimating the difference
between capacitors that are expected to be equal [8]. Fig. 11
illustrates a two phase scheme for measuring the difference
between C1 and C2. During Φs the capacitance C1 samples
the voltage VB , and C2 and the auxiliary capacitance C3 are
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Fig. 11. Circuit for error measurement.

connected to ground. During Φe the switching of the roles of
C1 and C2, and a DAC output of zero give rise to a voltage at
node A of

VA = Vref
C2 − C1

C1 + C2 + C3
(5)

which is proportional to the mismatch. Observe that the DAC
and the logic form a successive approximation loop that through
the action of C3 can bring the error to zero. The DAC voltage
at the end of N successive approximation cycles (the number
of bits of the DAC) is

VA =
Vref (C2 − C1) + (VDAC + εQ)C3

C1 + C2 + C3
(6)

where εQ is less than the LSB of the auxiliary A/D conversion.

If ±Vref and ∆ = Vref/2(N−1) are the references and the
quantization step of the DAC, the range of measurement and
its accuracy are

|(C2 − C1)|max =
Vref

VB
C3; ∆Cmism =

∆
VB

C3. (7)

Assuming that VB ' Vref the value of C3 must be larger
than the expected mismatch; the number of bits of the DAC
gives the accuracy of the measure with C3 as full scale.

The previous method aimed at obtaining a digital measure
of an error that is to be accounted for in a digital correction
section. Another possibility is using the measure for trimming.
The method slightly changes the value of one or more elements
to ensure the required analog accuracy. The trimming method
was widely used in integrated filters to regulate the time con-
stant of integrators or other parameters for ensuring an accurate
frequency response. The use of metal thin-film resistors realized
on the top of the passivation layer and a laser trim regulates
the resistance values after fabrication, but before packaging.
The method is expensive and does not account for temperature
and aging effects.

Another form of trimming is to adjust a component value by
discrete steps using fuses or anti-fuses that permanently open
or close connections. Also, it is possible to use MOS switches
whose on or off state is stored in a memory. When trimming
with discrete steps it is obviously necessary to use an array of
small elements, possibly binary weighted, connected in series
or in parallel for connecting or disconnecting them according
to a suitable control algorithm.

B. Foreground Calibration

The foreground calibration, typical of ADC [9], interrupts the
normal operation of the converter for performing the trimming
of elements or the mismatch measurement by a dedicated
calibration cycle normally performed at power-on or during

   ADC

Calibration
Signal

DIGITAL
LOGIC

ADDER

Memory

Vin
OUT

Fig. 12. Conceptual scheme of a foreground calibrated ADC.

periods of inactivity of the circuit. Any miscalibration or sudden
environmental changes such as power supply or temperature
may make the measured errors invalid. Therefore, for devices
that operate for long periods it is necessary to have periodic
extra calibration cycles.

Fig. 12 shows the conceptual scheme of a foreground cali-
brated ADC. During the measure phase the input connection is
disabled and a suitable input is applied to the ADC. It can be an
analog linear ramp, a sine wave or pseudo-white noise, possibly
generated by a slow and accurate on-chip DAC driven by an
on-chip digital signal. In this case, since the signal is generated
by the system itself, the method is called self-calibration.

Various types of inputs can be used to obtain the input-
output characteristics and, in turn, the integral non-linearity
(INL) error. How the differential inputs are generated, and how
they are processed to produce the the INL are not discussed in
detail here being sufficient to know that the calibration provides
the INL to be stored in a memory. The input switch restores
the data-converter to normal operational after the mismatch
measurement and every conversion period the logic uses the
output of the ADC to properly address the memory that contains
the correction quantity. In order to optimize the memory size
the stored data should be the minimum word-length which,
obviously, depends on technology accuracy and expected A/D
linearity.

The digital measure of errors, that allows for calibration
by digital signal processing, can be at the element, block or
entire converter level. The calibration parameters are stored in
memories but, in contrast with the trimming case, the content
of the memories is frequently used, as they are the input of the
digital processor.

C. Background Calibration

Methods using background calibration work during the nor-
mal operation of the converter by using extra circuitry that func-
tions all the time synchronously with the converter function.
This makes the measurement hidden in the background and
does not interfere with the normal converter operation.

Often these circuits use hardware redundancy to perform a
background calibration on the fraction of the architecture that
is not temporarily used. However, since the use of redundant
hardware is effective but costs silicon area and power con-
sumption, other methods aim at obtaining the functionality by
borrowing a small fraction of the sampled-data circuit operation
for performing the self-calibration.

For example, the method of Fig. 13, used for the on-line
calibration of an ADC obtains the necessary room using a
conversion rate higher than the sampling rate [10]. Assume, as
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shown in Fig. 13 (a) that the sampling and conversion frequency
are such that fconv = 7fs/6. Therefore, the lower sampling
frequency accommodates for 7 conversions in 6 sampling
periods, thus making the converter available one extra slot every
7. The shift between sampling and conversion times is managed
by a queue as shown in Fig. 13. The queue consists of one
or more S&Hs used for storing the input sample between the
sampling instant and the time of its conversion.

A method used in systems that use only a fraction of the
available band consists in modulating the error and moving it
at an out-of-band frequency [11]. A dedicated circuit performs
the band-pass error measure and the possible trimming.

D. Dynamic Matching

The dynamic matching method is another possibility for
calibrating unity elements. The goal of the approach is to
equal the elements on average instead of performing a static
correction of the values. As well as correcting the mismatch, the
dynamic matching is also effective for canceling the variations
caused by drifts like temperature changes and aging effects.

Consider just two nominally equal inter-changeable elements
X1 and X2. Assuming X2 = X1(1+ δ) and X1 +X2 = 1, the
use of only one element gives rise to

Y1 =
1

2 + δ
or Y2 =

1 + δ

2 + δ
(8)

depending whether the element X1 or X2 is used. The resulting
errors are equal and opposite

ε1,2 = ∓ δ

2 + δ
(9)

The dynamic averaging uses one or the other element under
the control of a random bit-stream. Accordingly, the error is
randomly positive or negative with spectrum given by the bit-
stream control. The total power is approximately given by
δ2/[(2+δ)2·12] and is almost uniformly spread over the Nyquist
interval.

The method is described by using the scheme of Fig. 14 (a)
where the current source Iref is splitted into two nominally
equal parts by the transistor pair M1 −M2. The degeneration
resistances R1 and R2 improve the matching by attenuating the
possible limit given by the thresholds mismatch. However, since

the current divider is also limited by the resistor mismatch, the
accuracy of the division is not enough for high resolution.

The four switches on the top of the current divider obtain the
dynamic matching. They use a randomizing signal VR similar
to the one of Fig. 14 (b). To make the average of the output
currents I1 and I2 equal it is required that the number of 1
equals the number of 0.

The method, illustrated for two elements, can be extended to
many elements by using a proper algorithm for randomizing the
selection pursuing the goal of transforming the mismatch error
into a noise-like term [12]. If only a fraction of the Nyquist band
is used a possible shaping of the noise-like spectrum further
reduces the mismatch limit.

The control of the dynamic matching of many elements as
used in DACs with a thermometric selection of unity elements
can be problematic. Typically, equal resistors, capacitors or
current sources, are summed up using a random representation
of the thermometric input. The selection of the unity element
is defined by the randomizer that receives N thermometric
ones out of M input lines and generates a scrambled set of M
controls, N of which are one and the others are zero. However,
the number of possible scrambled outputs is M! which is a very
large number even for a relatively small number of levels: it is
5040 for M = 7, 40320 for M = 8 and more than 3.6 million
for M = 10. Such a large number of connections is difficult to
code but also are not strictly necessary for obtaining a random
result.

What is actually necessary is avoiding frequent repetitions
of the same or similar code which would produce tones and not
noise-like spectra. Since it is enough to randomize the elements
with a subset of possible connections, a very simple solution
uses an M-port barrel shifter which rotates one increment after
each clock. A more effective way is the butterfly randomizer
shown in Fig. 15 consisting of a series of butterfly switches
coupling inputs to outputs [13]. The use of log2M butterfly
stages, as done by the scheme of Fig. 15, ensures that any input
can be connected to any output; adding more butterfly stages
increases the number of possible connections. The control of
the butterfly switches can be done using log2M bits of a k-bit
RNG (random number generator) (k > log2M ). More simply
the control can be done by successive divisions by 2 of the
clock. In this case the method is called clocked averaging.

The randomization of elements transforms the mismatch
error that produces tones in the output spectrum into a pseudo
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1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
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(a) (b)

Fig. 14. (a) Current splitting and dynamic matching of the outputs. (b) Bit-
stream control and I1 current.
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Fig. 15. Three stage butterfly randomizer of 8 elements with three bit control.

noise. Since the result smoothes the tones but does not achieve
a reduction in the total error power, then for Nyquist rate data
converters the signal plus distortion remains almost unchanged
while the linearity improves.

For circuits that use a small fraction of the Nyquist interval
it would be more effective having small the noise caused by
the mismatch in the used band as the noise out of the band
of interest can be removed by filters. This result is obtained
by special dynamic matching schemes that achieve a low-
pass shaping of the noise. The techniques, used in sigma-delta
converters, are the individual level averaging (ILA) [14] and the
data weighted averaging (DWA) [15]. The ILA approach aims
at exercising each unity element with equal probability for each
digital input code. The DWA performs a rotation of the elements
used by using a starting index that is updated by the addition
of the new input code to the content of the index register.

Both methods works well with busy input signals. The ILA
is more effective for a small number of elements while the DWA
method works well for 7 or more elements.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The design of analog functions using deep submicron tech-
nologies is source of new challenges that are faced with differ-
ent approaches: solving the problem at the circuit level using at
the best the analog feature of the technology and staying away
from the minimum feature sizes, studying architectures that are
tolerant to analog limits, and, more effective, exploiting the
increasing digital processing capabilities and use digital circuits
to assist the analog performances. Indeed, digitally assisted
analog circuits avoid the disadvantages of technology scaling
by delegating matching requirements to a digital processor and
compensating for non idealities. The relaxed analog circuit
constraints translate into higher overall system performance
such as higher resolution and better circuit speed.
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